Learning Outcomes: Paralegal Studies

❖ **Litigation Specialization**
  - Research and analyze a legal issue under the supervision of a member of the Bar.
  - Draft certain legal documents used in litigation and transactional matters, including bankruptcy and debtor-creditor filings, under the supervision of a member of the Bar.
  - Apply the appropriate ethics rules to hypothetical ethical scenarios which may arise in the legal setting under the supervision of a member of the Bar.
  - Describe practices and traits required to work effectively in a group or individually under the supervision of a member of the Bar.

❖ **Transactional Specialization**
  - Research and analyze a legal issue under the supervision of a member of the Bar.
  - Draft certain legal documents used in litigation and transactional matters, including wills and trust documents, under the supervision of a member of the Bar.
  - Apply the appropriate ethics rules to hypothetical ethical scenarios which may arise in the legal setting under the supervision of a member of the Bar.
  - Describe practices and traits required to work effectively in a group or individually under the supervision of a member of the Bar.

❖ **Auxiliary Law Enforcement Officer, Career Certificate (PSAV)**
  - Students must demonstrate state mandated basic recruit law enforcement skills and knowledge in high-liability training areas.
  - Students must demonstrate state mandated basic recruit auxiliary law enforcement knowledge in non-high liability training areas.

❖ **Correctional Officer, Career Certificate (PSAV)**
  - Students must demonstrate state mandated basic correctional officer skills and knowledge in high liability training areas.
  - Students must demonstrate state mandated basic correctional officer knowledge in non-high liability training areas.
  - Students must complete the state mandated physical training requirements.
  - Students must practice professional responsibility in accordance with the Criminal Justice Institute’s regulations manual.
- **Crossover: Corrections to Law Enforcement, Career Certificate (PSAV)**
  - Students must demonstrate state mandated basic recruit law enforcement skills and knowledge in high liability training areas.
  - Students must demonstrate state mandated basic recruit law enforcement knowledge in non-high liability training areas.

- **Law Enforcement Officer, Career Certificate (PSAV)**
  - Students must demonstrate state mandated basic recruit law enforcement skills and knowledge in high liability training areas.
  - Students must demonstrate state mandated basic recruit law enforcement knowledge in non-high liability training areas.
  - Students must complete the state mandated physical training requirements.
  - Students must practice professional responsibility in accordance with the Criminal Justice Institute's regulations manual.